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SUMMARY
An instrument is suggested for the measurement of supersonic flow
initiation, taking advantage of the effect of angle of attack on the
meridional velocity profile of the laminar boundary layer on a cone.
This effect of angle of attack may be measured by the difference of
total pressure recorded by two probes pointing toward the apex and
located in the plane of symmetry of the flow.
The theoretical response to angle of attack is derived and found
to depend essentially on the ratio of @e of attack to cone semi-
vertex angle. Thus, the more slender the cone, the greater the sensi-
tivityto angle of attack, subject to restrictions hnposed by the dis-
placement effect of the ioundary layer.
Results of a single test are presented and,discussed. The results
show that sensitivity is limited to angles of attack less than the.cone
semivertex angle. The effect of probe size is discussed.
Equations are presented which permit the probes to be’located in
such a way that maxhnum sensitivity is obtcdned. A method is described
whereby the hwtrument maybe calibrated for zero flow inclination.
IJ!JTROMJCTION
In reference 1, am analysis of the laminsr boundary layer on a
circular cone h supersonic flow showed that the effect of a small
change in angle of attack on the boundary-layer velocity profile in “
the plane of symnetry is proportionately quite large. Figure 1 shows ,
the notation and terminology used in this report.
‘A positive angle of attack induces a secondary flow of low-ener~
air from beneath the cone toward the top, with the consequence that the
meridional skin friction is lower on the top of’the cone than on the
.
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bottom, whereas the thickness of the loundary layer
top than on the %ottom. For exsnrple,the variation
attack of the lsndnar sti friction on the top side
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is greater on the .
with angle of - ,.
of the cone in the
plane of symmetry is predicted to be as shown in figure 2. The data
for @ = 10, 20, and 30 are given in reference 1 and the curve for
8 = O is based on the boundary-layer theory of reference 1 but
enibodiesthe use of 13nearized potentisl theory for the outer nonvis-
Cous flow. Figure 2 shows that an angle of attack a, which is a
ce+tti fraction a’ of the cone semivertex @e 0, will cause a 1“
fractionsl change of the same order as at in the meridional skh mlco
friction. xl
From this result, measurements of the velocity profile in the
meridional planes of a cone in supersonic flow evidently would provide
sensitive indication of the angularity of the incident flow with
respect to the cone tis. The proportional.sensitivity of an instru-
ment to perform such measurements would depend chiefIy on the slender-
ness of the cone used. Thus the nmre sensitive the configuration,
the less bulky it would be an~hence, the more easily adapted to
detailed surveys of flow angularity.
The theoretical performance of a flow-angularity indicator utilizing
the changes due to angle of attack in the meridional laminar velocity
profile is discussed herein, and limited experimental results are des-
cribed. This research was conducted at the NACA Lewis laboratory.
DESCIUl?’HO?NOF llETRU151T
The cticulsr cone must be fitted with fixed @t rumentation for
sensimg changes due to angl_eof attack in the meridional velocity pro-
ftie. Many methods might be devised to perform this function. The
particular technique contemplated in this report is the following:
Two fixed totsl-head probes are mounted in a meridionalplane, the tips
of the probes point5ng toward the cone apex and located at a height
above the cone surface so as to be well inside the boundsxy layer
(fig. 1). The difference between the total pressures measured by these
two probes would indicate the angle of attack ti the meridional plane.
h oral= to avoid extensive calibration, null operation is desir-
able for many applications, especisJJ_yif the angle of attack and yaw
are both to be determined. For this purpose, four probes could be
used, equaS1.yspaced around the cone and at the ssme height above the
surface. The total pressure measured by each opposing pair could then
%e balanced by a nulllprocedure.
The location of a pair of probe tips relative to the cone surface
may be obtained from equations developed as follows: For a given Mach
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and cone angle, the response of the instrument (to be discussed
following section) depends on the height of the effective centers
probe apertures above the surface, expr&sed as the dimension-
less coordinate X, defined in reference 1 as
(1}
The syuibols p, u, V, and p represent the density, meridional velocity
component, coefficient of viscosity, and pressure in the boundazly
layer, respectively; the bars a%ove these quantities sigdfy evalua-
tion at the outer edge of the cone lmundsry layer for zero angle of
attacky or,alternatively, suface values of the nonviscous flow
tabulated in reference 2. The surface velocity is given in refer-
ences 2 and 3 as a dimensionless quantity, designated in this report
as q (in references 2 and 3, as ti and iis,respectively], which
is related to the actual velocity ii as follows
(2)
where ~ is the total temperature. A complete list of symbols is
given in the appenti. Equation (1) incorporates the compressibility
correction of Howarth (reference 4), the assumption of the relation
between temperature and viscosity in the boundary layer (reference 5),
snd a statement of shilarity of the boundary-lsyer flow in meridional
planes; that is, in a meridional plane
At zero @e of attack,
u
:x fo(x)—=—
ii
which is the dtiensionless velocity distribution of Blasius.
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TJi@erthe assumptions of Prandtl number equal to 1 sml zero heat
transfer through the cone surface, the energy equation fields, for
a= O (reference 1),
{()] 2E=1+E2 afo‘P ~1-— dk
Wh=e the ratio of specific heats is 1.4. Equation
to yield, for a = O,
.
Equations (4) and (5) indicate that A is constant
from the cone apex. As will be shown subsequently,
(4)
(1) may be inverted
(5)
along psrabolas
for Mo”3@
in the Mmit of vanishing @, msdmum sensitivity is obtained for
X = 3.6. For this vslue of x, equations (4) and (5) yield the par-
ticular yarabola
(6]
The quantity C is obtdned by matching ~quation (3) to the Sutherland
formula at @e cone surface, as recommended in reference 5. The result
is
Tt (1 - Us 2, + 216° R
c
= (Tt+21& R) A/=
(7)
Thus, in order for the effective center of the probe tip to be
located at a predetermined value of A (selected to provide ma@mum
sensitivity), the probe may %e placed anywhere along ,thepsxabola given
by equation (5). Of course, if any significant streamwise variation of
flow inclination is anticipated, the probe tips should be placed as
close as possible to the cone apex.
For the test to be described later in this report, a cone with a
semi.vertexangle of 7.5° was used. The two totsl-head probes were made
of O.015-inch outside diameter stainless-steeltubing, flattened to
give an ap-e height of 0.005 tic&. E&h apertures were placed
2 inches sf% of the cone apex. The geometrical center of one probe
.
.
I
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was 0.012 inch above the”surface and the other
ference was due to inaccuracyof fabrication.)
the test (Mach nuuiber,3.1; total.temperature,
5
0.014 inch. (The dif-
For the conditioti of
200° F; and total.pres-
sure equal to atmospheric) these probe locations correspond to
x = 2.6 and 3.0, respectively, assuming that the effective centers of
the probes ae equal to the geometrical center.
1
TeEoRETIcALmExPImmmTAL PERFORMANCE
‘Ikoreti.calResponse Derivative
‘Thebasic response characteristic of the proposed @trument is
[ 1‘- 2b(H/p@z~
where H/pO is the ratio of total.pressure measured in, for exsmple,
the top tube to the static pressure shead of the cone. 5e factor of
2 is required in order to account for the fact that differences in
total.pressure are to be meamlred.
From the analysis of ,reference 1, for a small positive angle of
attack, the relation
applies in the
the cone. The
boundary layer in the plaue of.symmetry at the top of
quantity
uZ@&LM=
Al is obt&ed from reference 3 and fo(k)
from reference 1. mm,
(8)
From the definition OX A in reference 1, the value of (akoa}=o
maybe obtained. Assum3ag ~ constant through the %oundary layer
(that is, Pr= 1 and zero heat transfer, for this case) and using
the relation
–2
result b the following relation between velocity and Mach number pro-
files in the boundary layer:
..--— — .— -- ------ .—-—.- .. .. . . ..-— ------- .- ——— —-. --
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If M >1, the normal shock relations (see
observed total pressure is
(9)
or, if M <1, iseptropic fbw relations yield
reference 6] provide that the N1+
c)
u-,
-\-5/2
(lOa)
.
7/2
H
()
5+M2
.=—
1? 5
(lob)
Further,
and, at the top of the cone, in the notation of reference 1,
P
—= 1-% , (12}
F
Equations (8) to (12] may be used to evaluate the required response
-[
2a(H/po)~~ ~_ for a given value of X, in terms of the basic
parameters of the flow. With the use of the definition
the result may be obtahed in the form
[1~ (H/Po) F- 2 ~a, =m—a=== Po
where the Gn are functions which may
x = 3.6:
be tabulated as follows for
,’
4
0
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% % G2 sin @ G3 G4
0.4 -2.068 0.3783 1.369 0.6872
.5 -4.406 .9801 1.7SL 1.505
.6 -7.944 2.215 2.455 2.840
.7 -13.56 5.429 4.085 5.272
I
.8 -21.68 16.93 8.874 “1O.28 .
.9 -15.16 - 95.01 33.32 21.64
R
a)
ul In terms of the notation used in reference 3,
A; = - x/iis ,
,1
.’
%2 =- z[~ - 2x/(~ sin @)
A3= q/j
A4 = C[F
7
.
.
The qusntity ~/pO is tabulated in reference 2 (where the equivalent
notation is ps/pO).
,
The smallest
in reference 3 is
assumption, as b
semivertex angle @ for which tabulations are made
5°. By linearized potential theory (still with the
references 1 and 3, that a << @)
Clearly,.in the limit of vanishing @,
tion (13} need be retained.
The response -
[ 12~(H/Po@d ~
(15)
1 )
only the second term of equa-
is shown b fi,gure3, as computed
from equation (13) ~ the accompanying table. !Chevalues of ~ cor-
responding to various values of ~ and @ may be found in refer-
ences 2 or 3. The curve for @ = 15° is essentially identicsl to the
13miting curve for @ .0, obt~ed by we of equations (13) and (14),
and therefore the figure shows that this
respond essentisll.yto at = a/@ rather
tistrument may tie&pected to
thsn to a itself.
,,
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Supersonic flow 5nc33nation
static Qressure on the two faces
r v
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may be measured by the difference in
of a wedge. The static-pressure
response
-pa(P/PoVa.j @ for such a we-e ~th a ~--e of
10° as obttied by shock-wave theory is shown in figure 3.
Given ~ end @, X may be varied in order to determine from equa-
tion (13) the A for which
-~(H/Po)/a~]~ is a ~. The
variation of the response with A for ~ = 2.98 and @ = O is shown
h figure 4. Under these conditions the maxhum response is to be
expected when the Trobe-tip location corresponds to A = 3.6’. When
~=1.91 and @= 0, a nwdmmn response of 14.4 is obtsdned for
X = 3.3, as compsred with a response of 13.6 for X = 3.6; and when
Mo=3.94md e= 0, the mcdmum response-is 218 for k = 3.9, while
the response for 1 = 3.6 is 202. Therefore the use of the value
X = 3.6 for placing the probes (equation (6)\ will yield a response
close to the maximum over a range of Mach nmiber between 2 and 4. This
result prem.muiblyapplies reasonably well ova a range of cone angle,
inasmuch as figure 3 shows that the response in terms of a’ depends
only elightly on ~.
I&perhnentsl Results and Discussion
The circled poht on figwre 3 represents the result of a test made
under the conditions previously described. Also shown is a segment of
the correspondingtheoretical curve for A = 2.8, which is the average
theoretical value of k for the two tubes, assuming effective and
geometrical centers to he the same. Figure 5 shows the ratio of the
total.pressure measured b each @obe to stream static pressure, as
the angle of attack was vsried. Also shown is a curve of the ratio of
the difference between the total pressures measured in the two probes
to stream static press~e, at ea@ angle of attack. The latter curve
represents the use of the instrument for the indication of angle of
attack, and the slope of this curve at zero @e of attack provides
the experhm%tal point of figure 3.
Effect of boundary-layer displacement. - The experimental configu-
ration &id not achieve the expected theoretical response. The discrep-
ancy is due$ at least b large psrt, to the displacement effect of the
boundary layer on the outer flow. This effect will manifest itse~
ti two ways:
(1) Because of the displacement thickness, the cone haa an effec-
tive vertex angle larger than the geometrical constructed angle. Under
the conditions of the test, the displacement thickness 2 inches aft of
(
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apex is shout 0.012 inch at zero angle of attack (see reference 1].
Therefore, there is, in effect, an increment in semivertex angle of
the order of 0.006 radisn, or about 5 percent of the total semivertex
angle. Thus, near zero angle of attack, the scale of a’ in fig-
ure 5 should be linearly expsnded by approximately 5 percent. Rela-
tive to th$s scale of effective a’, the slope of the experimental
response curve is greater than that relative to the geom@rical scale.
(2) For a small positive angle of attack, the displacement thick-
ness on top of the body is @eater, and on the bottom less, than at
zero angle of att%k. Thus the effective -e of attack is less than
the geometrical angle of attack. ~ reference 7 the actual displace-
ment thickness in the plane of symmetry at the top of the cone is
shown to be
A
2a
-—(5x-
‘5x+3sin@ %.$ A2
where values of 5X and 59 maY be obtained from reference 1. Under
the conditions of the test, at a distance 2 inches aft of the apex,
the increment in displacement thickness due to angle of atiack is
ab”out0.16 inch per radian, or the effective decrement in angle of
attack is about 0.08 radian per unit angle of attack in radians.
Thus, near zero -e of attack, the scale of a’ in figure 5 should
be expanded%y about 8 percent to account for this effect.
Accordingly, relative to a scale of effective a’, the experimental
response is of the order of 13 percent higher than the response measured
directly. This correction applied to the experimental point of fig-
ure 3 would account for about half of the discrepancy between theory
and experiment. This estimate should be regarded ss co~ect only as “
to order of magnitude because, although the effect of the theoretical
boundary layer on the outer flow can be determined approximately, at
the present time no proper basis for revising the boundary-lsyer solu-
tion in accord with the corrected outer flow exists.
The effect of boundary-lsyer displacement 13mits the sensitivity
of the instrument. That is, if 0 is decreased, the sensitivity
would be increased proportionally provided the boundary layer remains
infinitesimally thin compared with the cone. However, as @ is
decreased, the deleterious effects of displacement are proportionally
~eater ad, for a sufficiently small @, will predominate over the
theoretical effects neglecting displaceme.nt. This Limitation is of
—
course more serious for low Reynolds numbers.
Effect of probe size. - The aperture of the probe used
(0.005 in.) is a considerable portion of the boundary-layer
.
in the test
thickness
--. ..--— .. . ... . . . . . .- .. _________. . . . . . . .. . .
-- .- --.——.—— . . .—
.
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(*out 0.025 in.). Thus, the
contribute to the discrepancy
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effect of probe size mi@t be expected to
between theory and experiment.
Unpublished dsta obtained by Robert E. IUue of the Lewis laboratory
tidicate that in the boundary layer of a flat plate ti supersonic flow
a large-apertureprobe wiJ3.measure a lower total pressure in the
supersonic portion of the boundary layer than will a smaJ3.-aperture
yrobe, if the two probe centers are at the same height above the plate.
Therefore, the present measurements wi31 be affected in two ways:
(1) The effective center of the probe wi33.be closer to the cone
surface than will be the geometrical center and, hence the probe wUJ. .
respond at a lower value of y (or X) than that value of y appro-
priate to the geometrical center. This mesms lower sensitivity to
angle of attack (see fig. 4) and the effect is ti the prop= direction
to contribtie to an explanation of the disc~epsncy between theory and
experiment. Of course, in practice, the probe location may be adjusted
to place the effective probe center at the design value of X.
(2) Probably, the effect of probe size varies directly with the -
gradient of totsl pressure in which the probe tip is tiersed. From
figure 4, it may be seen that for the conditions of the test (k = 2.8)
a [1.a(@po)-312 --sJ-&*’0
or
This means that the total-head gradient in which the top probe is
hmersed decreases as the angle of attack is increased. Thus, it is
expected that in going from a negstive to a positive value of the angle
of attack, there is a decrease in the smount by which the top probe
reads too low. Figure 5 shows that t~s effect is equivalent to a
decrease in sensitivity and, hence, contributes to sn explanation of
the discrepancy between theory and exper~t. lt seems likely that
this effect may be avoided by operation at values of X equsl to or
greater than that for peak sensitivity (~ . 3.6, fig. 4) for ~ch
[’?*]@o=o .
0
.
-—z .—— —._
—.. ________ _ . .... .. __....
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pressure measured by the top probe
U
- According to figure 5, the totsl
decreases as the angle of attack
‘increasesfrom zero-. Tbis signifies, of course, that the meridional
sldn friction is decreasing, as would be expected from secondsry flow
considerations. However, at an angle of attack of about 6° this trend
reverses, and the meridional.skin friction apparently begins to increase
as the sngle of attack is increased further. On the basis of theoretical
work not yet completed, this behavior is probably characteristic of the
laminar boundsry layer and is not, for exsmple, connected with transi-
tion. The reversal probably depends most on &i = a/@, especially for
smalL values of @, and occirs in the present case at a’.= 1.
This aspect of the experimental.result inticates that, in general,
2~(H/pO)/&zi = O for some value of a? of the order of 1. Accord-
ingly, the usefulness of this instrum=t for measurement of angle of
attack is restricted to a range of angle of attack for which a’ < 1.
Thus, the mbre slender the cone, the narrower the range of angle of
attack that can be measured. This is the disadvantage of using more
slender cones in order to obtain the greater sensitivity to small
angles of attack which has been discussed previously.
Emors in Iocating.Probes
The fo120wing practical difficulties are likely to srise in the
installation of the probes at the design position above the cone surface:
(1) me effective centers of the probe apertures may not be at
the same height above the cone surface. Balanced total-pressure meas- 1
urements of the top and bottom probes will then not correspond to
zero angle of attack. If the probes are nearly, but perhaps not
precisely, at the ssme height above the surface, the following cali-
bration procedure might be used to establish the true angle of attack
corresponding to balanced pressure readings:
(a) Establish the null point of the ins&ent, aud record
the pressure measured by one of the probes.
(b) Rotate the cone 180° about its &cLs and record the pres-
sure meaaured by the same probe. If the two measured pressures
are different, then the nu31 point cle~ly does not correspond to
zero flow inclin@ion. For example, if,at the null point, the top
probe reads higher when rotated 180° from its original positioh,
then the top probe is farther from the surface than is the bottom
probe, and the null point corresponds to a positive angle of attack.
(c) Repeat these measurements with the same probe at a slightly ‘ .
different inclination (slightly lower angle of attack for the “
_le just cited].
. . .... ....—. —— ...------ ----— -—— ——. ----- -—- -—-———-—— .,-— -- -
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as shown in the followhg sketch, two points are
each of a pair of curves of the type in figure 5
for-the hiiividual.probes, except that both cdrves now corres-
pond to Trecisely the ssme height, since the ssme probe has been
used for ‘each. Straight lines may now be passed through these
two pa3rs of potits (see sketch) end the intersection prov%les
the cone inclination which corresponds to zero angle of attack.
Same
lao”
H/P
I
Reading of probe
in its original
position at top<
probe tier
rotation
I
Reading tier 180°
rotation of probe
originally at top
“
Readings at null
point of probes in
original positions
at top and bottom
—a
L ‘Null pointZero angle of attack
Once the relation between the null ticlination snd the
inclination for zero angle of attack is hewn, then the instrument
may be used without alteration. For the experhentel results
presented herein, the heights of the two probes were measured
and were found to be 0.012 and 0.014 inch. From this information,
the expected difference in total.pressure measured by the two
probes at zero angle of attaqk was computed. The cone setting
corresponding to this observed difference was taken as the origin
of the scale of a’ in figure 5. This procedure, of course,
involves uncertainties and is not recommended for general use.
(2)
i = 3.6,
pressure
would be
might be
The probes may not be at the average height corresponiklngto
and,thus, sensitivity is @aired. Figure 6 shows the totsl
that a probe located at a height correspondingto k = 3.6
expected to record at zero angle of atiack. These curves
used to adjust the average effective height to A = 3.6.
— —______ .._ . ..— —..—. . . . ______ -_L_
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COIVXCJSIOI?S
The effect of angle of att~k on the meridional velocity profile
in the boundary layer of a cone in supersonic flow may be used in an
instrument to measure flow angularity. The instrument considered
hereim consists of a pair of total-head pro%es lying in the meridional ~
plane in which angle of attack is to be measured. The difference in
total pres~ure recorded by these tubes constitutes an indication of
angle of attack. Two pairs of probes might be used to protide simul.-
tsmeous indication of angle of attack and yaw.
In lsadnar flow, the response is constsnt for probe-tip locations
along any parabola from the cone apex. A particular parabola, along
which the response is a msdmum ~ may be selected for any Mach nuder
and cone angle.
The respo=e at zero angle of attack depends chiefly on Ma@ num-
ber and on the ratio between angle of attack and cone semiv-ex -e.
Theoretically, then, the instrument msy be made arbitrarily sensitive
to angle of attack, depending on the slenderness of the cone. M
practice, a limitation is imposed by the boundary-layer displacement
effect, which results fi an increase in effective cone angle and a
decrease,in effective angle of attack.
Results of a single test at ~ = 3.1 and @ = 7.5° are presented.
The results show that sensitivity.to angle of attack exists only for
angles of attack less than the semivertex angle-of the cone. A rather
large discrepancy edsts between theoretical response and this par-
ticular experiment, and this discrepancy probably is due to a cofiina-
tion of the effects of displacement thickness and height of probe
aperture. It is expected that the latter effect may be avoided by
operation at the A for maximnn response. ,
With the use of usual methods of fabrication, discrepancy in pro%e
location above the surface will occur. tie true cone settdng for zero
flow inclination may, however, be determined by a calibrationprocedure
involving a 180° rotation of the cone about its axis.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National.Advisory Commitiee for Aeronautics
Clevelandj Ohio, February 12, 1952
. .
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AH?ENmx - siMBoLs
The following symbols are used in this report:
.
A1A#3JL4-
C
Cfx
foZfl
GJ-,G2,G3>G4
H
Pr
P
R
‘I’
Tt
u
=s
x
Y
a
quantities related to outer nonviscous flow (see equa-
tions (14] of this,report and reference 1)
function of Tt and Es (equation (7)) arising from
assumption of linear temperature-Viscosityrelation
local meridional laminar s--friction coefficient
velocity Trofile functions tabulated h reference 1
functions of ~, 0, and h (equation (13])
totsl pressure recorded by total-head probe
Mach number
Prsndtl nmiber
static pressure
gas constant
static temperature
total temperature
velocity in the x-direction (fig. 1)
dimensionless velocity defined in references 2 and 5
(see equation (2))
distance from apex of cone to aperture of total-head probe
(fig. 1)
distance from surface of
(fig. 1)
angle of attack of cone,
figure 1
ratio of angle of attack
displacement thiclmess
cone to center of
positive in sense
probe aperture
shown in
to cone semivertex angle, a/@
L.-. — —— .. . . .-
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quantities defined in reference 1
cone semivertexengle
dimensionless coordinate constant along parabolas from
cone apex (see eqyation (1) of this report and refer-
ence 1)
v coefficient of viscosity
P denEity
The subscript O refers to conditions ahead of the cone.
A bar over a quantity (as in ~ “rbfersto evaluation of the nonviscous
outer flow at the surface of the cone for zero angle of attack.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Figure 1. - View of cone in plane of symetry of flow.
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Figure 2. - Incrementin skin frictiondue to angleof attack,in plane
of symnetry,at top of cone.
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Figure 3. - Response to @e of attack.
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Figure4. - Vsriationof responsewith X. Mach numbersheadof cone,~, 2.98;
cone senrfvertex angle, @ , 0.
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Figure 5. -
_~eI.~1 Perfomnmce, Mach nutabarahead of oone, }%, 3.1; cone Semivertex angle,e , 7.6°.
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Figare 6. - Hpected total pressure at zero angle of a-.
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